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SUMMARY In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for stereo vision-based ground plane detection at superpixel-level, which is implemented by employing a Disparity Texture Map in a convolution neural network architecture. In particular, the Disparity Texture Map is calculated with a new Local Disparity Texture Descriptor (LDTD). The experimental results demonstrate our superior performance in KITTI dataset.
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1. Introduction

Ground plane detection is a key component of Driver Assistance Systems, which helps to improve the traffic safety and efficiency with drivable space information. Furthermore, ground plane detection is widely exploited in many applications, such as object detection [1], [2] and free space estimation [3], [4].

The approach of stereo vision-based ground plane detection has two main trends: Euclidian space-based and disparity space-based. The algorithm proposed by [5] uses the RANSAC-based approach to fit a ground plane with the 3D points. However, it can not cope with non-flat ground plane. B-spline curve [4], [6], [7], polynomial function [8], [9] and piece-wise linear function [10] were proposed to model the ground plane, which can address the varying longitudinal slope but ignore the latitudinal slope. Compared to those Euclidian space-based approaches, the approach based on disparity space has less computational cost without calculating the 3D point location. Labayrade et al. [11] first proposed the well-known V-disparity algorithm. The algorithm accumulates the pixels with same disparity value along image rows to form the V-disparity map where the ground plane is projected as slanted lines. Thus, ground plane detection is simplified to line extraction. However, it has difficulties in detecting the ground plane with latitudinal slopes. The sub-V-disparity algorithm proposed by [12] copes with the latitudinal slope by a sliding windows paradigm. This algorithm divides the disparity map into several windows where the ground is considered flat in latitudinal direction. However, it is hard to define the size of the sliding window. If the window size is too small there are insufficient ground pixels to be projected in the sub-V-disparity map, whereas the ground is not considered flat in latitudinal direction within large window. In addition, the above V-disparity and sub-V-disparity algorithms are performed by estimating a global road profile within a whole image or a window, which have the limitation in representing the detailed properties of ground plane and keeping resolution in distant area.

This paper proposes a new approach to address above mentioned limitations in ground plane detection. Inspired by the semantic segmentation approach [13], the proposed approach is performed at superpixel-level. First, the Disparity Texture Map is calculated with the new proposed LDTD from the disparity map and then divided into superpixels. Then, the ground plane is detected by classifying the superpixels into ground or non-ground using the proposed convolution neural network, while contextual information is employed to improve the classification accuracy. The main contributions are presented as follows: (1) A novel approach for ground plane detection is proposed by integrating the new LDTD with a convolution neural network and superpixel segmentation, which can address most of terrains and perform precise segmentation of ground plane. (2) The new LDTD is proposed to extract the feature of ground plane only requiring disparity information, which is suitable for flat/non-flat ground plane and multi-ground plane. (3) The contextual information is utilized to improve the classification accuracy of the convolution neural network.

2. Proposed Approach

The overview of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. The Disparity Texture Map (Fig. 1 (b)) is computed from the disparity map (Fig. 1 (a)) with the LDTD. Then, the Disparity Texture Map is segmented into superpixels (Fig. 1 (e)) based on the color information of the left stereo image (Fig. 1 (c)). To detect the ground plane region, the patch centered around each superpixel is extracted and inputted into the convolution neural network. The output of the network is the class of each considered superpixel. Details are described in the following subsections.
2.1 Calculate the Disparity Texture Map

Ten typical planes in the world coordinate system are illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and their disparity maps are shown in Fig. 2 (b). The plane ① represents the horizontal ground plane. The plane ② represents the ground plane with longitudinal slope while the plane ③ and ④ represent the ground plane with longitudinal slope. The plane ⑤, ⑥, ⑦, ⑧, ⑨ and ⑩ represent the typical planes of obstacle.

Based on the disparity characteristics of the ground plane and obstacle, we define the LDTD as a structure, which consists of 3×3 sub-blocks, as shown in Fig. 3. To calculate the Disparity Texture Map, we employ the LDTD to scan the disparity map along each coordinate with a stride of 1 pixel. The value of each pixel in the Disparity Texture Map is formulated as:

\[ V = \sum_{i=1}^{8} C_i 2^{8-i} \]  

where \( C_i \) is defined as:

\[ C_i = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } D_i > 0; \\ 0, & \text{else.} \end{cases} \]  

Where \( D_i \) is defined as:

\[ D_1 = (d_0 + d_1 + d_2)/3 - (d_3 + d_5 + d_6)/3; \]  
\[ D_2 = (d_4 + d_7)/3 - (d_0 + d_1 + d_2)/3; \]  
\[ D_i = d_i - d_i (i = 3, 5, 6); \]  
\[ D_i = d_i - d_i (i = 4, 7, 8); \]

where \( d_i \) is the average disparity value of the corresponding sub-block region, as shown in Fig. 3.

Disparity Texture Maps of the typical planes described above are illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). For the ground plane, the texture is dense with high gray value, while the texture direction is transverse (plane ①, ③, ④) or with small slope angle (plane ②). The texture corresponding to the obstacle plane ⑤ is sparser than ground plane ①, ③, ④. The texture corresponding to the obstacle plane ⑥ has larger slope angle than ground plane ②. The plane ⑦, ⑧, ⑨ have notable difference from ground plane in texture direction and gray value. In addition, the LDTD is robust to most of terrain variation since the common non-flat ground plane or multi-ground plane can be considered as a combination of the typical ground plane described above.

2.2 Segment the Disparity Texture Map

To further improve the segmentation precision of ground plane, the Disparity Texture Map is segmented into superpixels as shown in Fig. 1 (e). The superpixel is extracted using the SLIC (Simple linear iterative clustering) algorithm [14] based on the color information of the stereo left
image. The SLIC algorithm has the advantage of excellent boundary adherence, which is of great importance to the ground plane segmentation. The pixels of one superpixel can be considered belonging to the same object since they are clustered based on similar color and spatial information. Thus, each superpixel is analyzed as a unit in the following classification step. In our paper, about 4000 superpixels are generated in each image.

2.3 Detect the Ground Plane Region

The ground plane is detected by classifying each superpixel in the Disparity Texture Map using the proposed convolution neural network, which is inspired by the LeNet-5 [15]. The network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4. To improve the classification accuracy, the contextual information is employed. Inspired by [16], the input of the network is a relatively large patch while the output is the class of the superpixel in the center of the patch. Each convolutional layer and the first fully connected layer are all followed by ReLU activation. A dropout rate of 50% is employed in the first fully connected layer.

3. Experimental Result

3.1 Experimental Data

Our approach is evaluated on the datasets from the KITTI benchmark [17]. The training dataset consists of 122 images from 7 sequences (09_26_d_09, 09_26_d_18, 09_26_d_35, 09_26_d_48, 09_28_d_34, 09_28_d_45, 09_28_d_68). The testing dataset consists of 303 images from other 10 sequences (09_26_d_17, 09_26_d_39, 09_26_d_61, 09_26_d_64, 09_26_d_86, 09_26_d_93, 09_28_d_66, 09_30_d_33, 10_03_d_27, 10_03_d_47). These sequences contain different scenes with flat/non-flat ground plane and multi-ground plane. Ground truth is labeled manually and disparity maps are estimated by the algorithm of Zhontar et al. [18].

3.2 Training Scheme

The samples are created by extracting the patches centered around superpixels in the Disparity Texture Map of the training dataset. The sample is labeled as ground/non-ground if its corresponding superpixel contains more than 90% pixels belonging to ground/non-ground region. 25% of these samples are chosen for validation and the others for training. Our work is implemented using the Caffe framework [19]. The network is optimized using stochastic gradient descent, while the initial learning rate is 0.01, momentum is 0.9, weight decay rate is 0.0001 and gamma is 0.1. The batch size is 64. The training ends after 30 fully epochs.

3.3 Evaluation Result

We evaluate our approach with two classical methods: V-disparity [11] and sub-V-disparity [12], which are also implemented in disparity space. Figure 5 shows the qualitative results. As we can see, the wrongly predicted ground near the car wheels in the first image of Fig. 5 (b) is detected correctly in the first image of Fig. 5 (c). The false predictions in distant area in the fourth image of Figs. 5 (a), (b) are correctly detected in the fourth image of Fig. 5 (c). Our approach provides more precise seg-

Fig. 4 Our network architecture. The input of the network is the patch extracted from the Disparity Texture Map and the output is the class of the superpixel in the center of the patch. The first fully connected layer has 500 neurons and the final layer has 2 neurons implementing the Softmax loss function.

Fig. 5 Qualitative results of ground plane detection. (a) V-disparity. (b) Sub-V-disparity. (c) Our method. (d) Ground truth.
We propose a novel approach for ground plane detection. The approach proposes a new Local Disparity Texture Descriptor (LDTD) to extract the feature of ground plane directly from the disparity map. The contextual information is employed in the convolution neural network to improve the classification accuracy. Based on the above methods, our approach can address well most of urban terrains. The improved performance of our approach is demonstrated in the KITTI benchmark compared with the traditional methods.
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